Discussion Board for Data Science Research Methods in Python

The Data Science Research Methods in Python discussion board is a friendly environment for beginners to ask questions regarding data science methods utilizing Python. This discussion board is open to all University of Michigan members and welcomes all questions.

Users of the group as well as the University of Michigan’s Consulting for Statistics, Computing & Analytical Research (CSCAR) group will respond to questions. Questions not addressed here will be answered through an in-person consultation session with CSCAR.

This discussion board is supported by the Michigan Institute for Data Science (MIDAS) and CSCAR.

Visit us at midas.umich.edu and cscar.research.umich.edu

Follow MIDAS on Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn

To enroll in the discussion board, please go to https://umich.instructure.com/enroll/JHGFTJ

With questions about MIDAS, please email midas-contact@umich.edu